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A search for high-energy neutrinos interacting within the IceCube detector between 2010 and 2012
provided the first evidence for a high-energy neutrino flux of extraterrestrial origin. Results from an
analysis using the same methods with a third year (2012–2013) of data from the complete IceCube detector
are consistent with the previously reported astrophysical flux in the 100 TeV–PeV range at the level of
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 per flavor and reject a purely atmospheric explanation for the combined three-year
data at 5.7σ. The data are consistent with expectations for equal fluxes of all three neutrino flavors and with
isotropic arrival directions, suggesting either numerous or spatially extended sources. The three-year data
set, with a live time of 988 days, contains a total of 37 neutrino candidate events with deposited energies
ranging from 30 to 2000 TeV. The 2000-TeVevent is the highest-energy neutrino interaction ever observed.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.113.101101 PACS numbers: 95.85.Ry, 95.55.Vj
High-energy neutrinos are expected to be produced in
astrophysical objects by the decays of charged pions made
in cosmic-ray interactions with radiation or gas [1–4].
As these pions decay, they produce neutrinos with typical
energies of 5% compared to those of the cosmic-ray
nucleons [5,6]. These neutrinos can travel long distances
undisturbed by either the absorption experienced by high-
energy photons or the magnetic deflection experienced by
charged particles, making them a unique tracer of cosmic-
ray acceleration.
Observations since 2008 using the Antarctic gigaton
IceCube detector [7] while it was under construction
provided several indications of such neutrinos in a variety
of channels [8–10]. Two years of data from the full detector,
from May 2010 to May 2012, then provided the first strong
evidence for the detection of these astrophysical neutrinos
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[11] using an all-flavor all-direction sample of neutrinos
interacting within the detector volume. This analysis
focused on neutrinos above 100 TeV, at which the expected
atmospheric neutrino background falls to the level of one
event per year, allowing any harder astrophysical flux to be
seen clearly. Here, following the same techniques, we add a
third year of data supporting this result and begin to probe
the properties of the observed astrophysical neutrino flux.
Neutrinos are detected in IceCube by observing the
Cherenkov light produced in ice by charged particles
created when neutrinos interact. These particles generally
travel distances too small to be resolved individually, and
the particle shower is observed only in aggregate. In νμ
charged-current (CC) interactions, however, as well as a
minority of ντ CC, a high-energy muon is produced that
leaves a visible track (unless produced on the detector
boundary heading outward). Although deposited energy
resolution is similar for all events, angular resolution for
events that contain visible muon tracks is much better
(≲1°, 50% CL) than for those that do not (∼15°, 50% CL)
[12]. For equal neutrino fluxes of all flavors (1∶1∶1), νμ CC
events make up only 20% of interactions [13].
Backgrounds to astrophysical neutrino detection arise
entirely from cosmic-ray air showers. Muons produced by
π and K decays above IceCube enter the detector at
2.8 kHz. Neutrinos produced in the same interactions
[14–17] enter IceCube from above and below, and are
seen at a much lower rate due to the low neutrino
interaction cross section. Because π and K mesons decay
overwhelmingly to muons rather than electrons, these
neutrinos are predominantly νμ and usually have track-
type topologies in the detector [13]. As the parent meson’s
energy rises, its lifetime increases, making it increasingly
likely to interact before decaying. Both the atmospheric
muon and neutrino fluxes thus become suppressed at high
energy, with a spectrum one power steeper than the primary
cosmic rays that produced them [18]. At energies above
∼100 TeV, an analogous flux of muons and neutrinos from
the decay of charmed mesons is expected to dominate, as
the shorter lifetime of these particles allows this flux to
avoid suppression from interaction before decay [19–25].
This flux has not yet been observed, however, and both
its overall rate and crossover energy with the π=K flux are,
at present, poorly constrained [26]. As before [11], we
estimate all atmospheric neutrino background rates using
measurements of the northern-hemisphere νμ spectrum [9].
Event selection identifies neutrino interactions in
IceCube by rejecting those events with Cherenkov-radiating
particles, principally cosmic-ray muons, entering from
outside the detector. As before, we used a simple anti-
coincidence muon veto in the outer layers of the detector
[11], requiring that fewer than three of the first 250 detected
photoelectrons (PE) be on the detector boundary. To ensure
sufficient numbers of photons to reliably trigger this
veto, we additionally required at least 6000 PE overall,
corresponding to deposited energies of approximately
30 TeV. This rejects all but one part in 105 of the
cosmic-ray muon background above 6000 PE while pro-
viding a direction and topology-neutral neutrino sample
[11]. We use a data-driven method to estimate this back-
ground by using one region of IceCube to tag muons and
then measuring their detection rate in a separate layer of
PMTs equivalent to our veto; this predicts a total muon
background in three years of 8.4 4.2 events. Rejection
of events containing entering muons also significantly
reduces downgoing atmospheric neutrinos (the southern
hemisphere) by detecting and vetoing muons produced in
the neutrinos’ parent air showers [27,28]. This southern-
hemisphere suppression is a distinctive and generic feature
of any neutrinos originating in cosmic-ray interactions in
the atmosphere.
In the full 988-day sample, we detected 37 events (Fig. 1)
with these characteristics relative to an expected back-
ground of 8.4 4.2 cosmic-ray muon events and 6.6þ5.9−1.6
atmospheric neutrinos. Nine were observed in the third
year. One of these (event 32) was produced by a coincident
pair of background muons from unrelated air showers. This
event cannot be reconstructed with a single direction and
energy, and is excluded from the remainder of this article
where these quantities are required. This event, like event
28, had subthreshold early hits in the IceTop surface array
and our veto region, and is likely part of the expected muon
background. Three additional downgoing track events
are ambiguous; the remainder are uniformly distributed
through the detector and appear to be neutrino interactions.
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FIG. 1. Arrival angles and deposited energies of the events.
Cosmic-ray muon background would appear as low-energy track
events in the southern sky (bottom). Atmospheric neutrino
backgrounds would appear primarily in the northern sky (top),
also at low energies and predominantly as tracks. The attenuation
of high-energy neutrinos in the Earth is visible in the top right of
the figure. One event, a pair of coincident unrelated cosmic-ray
muons, is excluded from this plot. A tabular version of these data,
including additional information such as event times, can be
found in Ref. [29].
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A purely atmospheric explanation for these events is
strongly disfavored by their properties. The observed
deposited energy distribution extends to much higher
energies (above 2 PeV, Fig. 2) than expected from the
π=K atmospheric neutrino background, which has been
measured up to 100 TeV [9]. While a harder spectrum is
expected from atmospheric neutrinos produced in charmed
meson decay, this possibility is constrained by the observed
angular distribution. Although such neutrinos are produced
isotropically, approximately half [27,28] of those in the
southern hemisphere are produced with muons of high
enough energy to reach IceCube and trigger our muon veto.
This results in a southern hemisphere charm rate ∼50%
smaller than the northern hemisphere rate, with larger ratios
near the poles. Our data show no evidence of such a
suppression, which is expected at some level from any
atmospheric source of neutrinos (Fig. 3).
As in [11], we quantify these arguments using a like-
lihood fit in arrival angle and deposited energy to a
combination of background muons, atmospheric neutrinos
from π=K decay, atmospheric neutrinos from charmed
meson decay, and an isotropic 1∶1∶1 astrophysical E−2
test flux, as expected from charged pion decays in cosmic-
ray accelerators [30–33]. The fit included all events with
60 TeV < Edep < 3 PeV. The expected muon background
in this range is below 1 event in the three-year sample,
minimizing imprecisions in modeling the muon back-
ground and threshold region. The normalizations of all
background and signal neutrino fluxes were left free in the
fit, without reference to uncertainties from [9], for maximal
robustness. The penetrating muon background was con-
strained with a Gaussian prior reflecting our veto efficiency
measurement. We obtain a best-fit per-flavor astrophysical
flux (νþ ν¯) in this energy range of E2ϕðEÞ ¼ 0.95 0.3 ×
10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 and background normalizations
within the expected ranges. Quoted errors are 1σ uncer-
tainties from a profile likelihood scan. This model describes
the data well, with both the energy spectrum (Fig. 2) and
arrival directions (Fig. 3) of the events consistent with
expectations for an origin in a hard isotropic 1∶1∶1
neutrino flux. The best-fit atmospheric-only alternative
model, however, would require a charm normalization
3.6 times higher than our current 90% CL upper limit
from the northern hemisphere νμ spectrum [9]. Even this
extreme scenario is disfavored by the energy and angular
distributions of the events at 5.7σ using a likelihood
ratio test.
Figure 4 shows a fit using a more general model in which
the astrophysical flux is parametrized as a piecewise
function of energy rather than a continuous unbroken
E−2 power law. As before, we assume a 1:1:1 flavor ratio
and isotropy. While the reconstructed spectrum is compat-
ible with our earlier E−2 ansatz, an unbroken E−2 flux at
our best-fit level predicts 3.1 additional events above 2 PeV
(a higher energy search [10] also saw none). This may
indicate, along with the slight excess in lower energy bins,
either a softer spectrum or a cutoff at high energies.
Correlated systematic uncertainties in the first few points
in the reconstructed spectrum (Fig. 4) arise from the poorly
constrained level of the charm atmospheric neutrino back-
ground. The presence of this softer (E−2.7) component
would decrease the nonatmospheric excess at low energies,
FIG. 2 (color online). Deposited energies of observed events
with predictions. The hashed region shows uncertainties on the
sum of all backgrounds. Muons (red) are computed from
simulation to overcome statistical limitations in our background
measurement and scaled to match the total measured background
rate. Atmospheric neutrinos and uncertainties thereon are derived
from previous measurements of both the π=K and charm
components of the atmospheric νμ spectrum [9]. A gap larger
than the one between 400 and 1000 TeV appears in 43% of the
realizations of the best-fit continuous spectrum.
FIG. 3 (color online). Arrival angles of events with
Edep > 60 TeV, as used in our fit and above the majority of
the cosmic-ray muon background. The increasing opacity of the
Earth to high-energy neutrinos is visible on the right side of the
plot. Vetoing atmospheric neutrinos by muons from their parent
air showers depresses the atmospheric neutrino background on
the left. The data are described well by the expected backgrounds
and a hard astrophysical isotropic neutrino flux (gray lines).
Colors are as in Fig. 2. Variations of this figure with other energy
thresholds are in Ref. [29].
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hardening the spectrum of the remaining data. The corre-
sponding range of best-fit astrophysical slopes within our
current 90% confidence band on the charm flux [9] is −2.0
to −2.3. As the best-fit charm flux is zero, the best-fit
astrophysical spectrum is on the lower boundary of this
interval at −2.3 (solid line, Figs. 2 and 3) with a total
statistical and systematic uncertainty of 0.3.
To identify any bright neutrino sources in the data, we
employed the same maximum-likelihood clustering search
as before [11] and searched for directional correlations with
TeV gamma-ray sources. For all tests, the test statistic (TS)
is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the best-fit
likelihood including a point source component and the
likelihood for the null hypothesis, an isotropic distribution
[34]. We determined the significance of any excess by
comparing to maps scrambled in right ascension, in which
our polar detector has uniform exposure.
As in [11], the clustering analysis was run twice, first
with the entire event sample, after removing the two events
(28 and 32) with strong evidence of a cosmic-ray origin,
and second with only the 28 shower events. This controls
for bias in the likelihood fit toward the positions of single
well-resolved muon tracks. We also conducted an addi-
tional test in which we marginalize the likelihood over a
uniform prior on the position of the hypothetical point
source. This reduces the bias introduced by muons,
allowing track and shower events to be used together,
and it improves the sensitivity to multiple sources by
considering the entire sky rather than the single best point.
Three tests were performed to search for neutrinos
correlated with known gamma-ray sources, also using
track and shower events together. The first two searched
for clustering along the Galactic Plane, with a fixed width
of 2.5°, based on TeV gamma-ray measurements [35],
and with a free width between2.5° and30°. The last test
searched for the correlation between neutrino events and a
predefined catalog of potential point sources (a combina-
tion of the usual IceCube [36] and ANTARES [37] lists;
see Ref. [29]). For the catalog search, the TS value was
evaluated at each source location, and the post-trial
significance was calculated by comparing the highest
observed value in each hemisphere to results from perform-
ing the analysis on scrambled data sets.
No hypothesis test yielded statistically significant evi-
dence of clustering or correlations. For the all-sky cluster-
ing test (Fig. 5), scrambled data sets produced locations
with equal or greater TS 84% and 7.2% of the time for all
events and for showerlike events only. As in the two-year
data set, the strongest clustering was near the Galactic
Center. Other neutrino observations of this location give no
evidence for a source [38], however, and no new events
were strongly correlated with this region. When using the
marginalized likelihood, a test statistic greater than or equal
to the observed value was found in 28% of scrambled
data sets. The source list yielded p values for the northern
and southern hemispheres of 28% and 8%, respectively.
Correlation with the Galactic Plane was not significant
either: when letting the width float freely, the best fit was
7.5° with a post-trials chance probability of 2.8%, while a
fixed width of2.5° returned a p value of 24%. A repeat of
the time clustering search from [11] found no evidence of
structure either.
With or without a possible Galactic contributions
[39,40], the high Galactic latitudes of many of the highest-
energy events (Fig. 5) suggest at least some extragalactic
FIG. 5 (color online). Arrival directions of the events in
Galactic coordinates. Showerlike events (median angular reso-
lution ∼15°) are marked withþ and those containing muon tracks
(≲1°) with ×. Approximately 40% of the events (mostly tracks
[13]) are expected to originate from atmospheric backgrounds.
Event IDs match those in the catalog in Ref. [29] and are time
ordered. The grey line denotes the equatorial plane. Colors show
the test statistic (TS) for the point source clustering test at each
location. No significant clustering was observed.
FIG. 4. Extraterrestrial neutrino flux (νþ ν¯) as a function
of energy. Vertical error bars indicate the 2ΔL ¼ 1 contours
of the flux in each energy bin, holding all other values, including
background normalizations, fixed. These provide approximate
68% confidence ranges. An increase in the charm atmospheric
background to the level of the 90% CL limit from the
northern hemisphere νμ spectrum [9] would reduce the inferred
astrophysical flux at low energies to the level shown for
comparison in light gray. The best-fit power law is E2ϕðEÞ ¼
1.5 × 10−8ðE=100 TeVÞ−0.3 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.
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component. Exceptions may be made for local large diffuse
sources (e.g., the Fermi bubbles [41] or the Galactic Halo
[42,43]), but these models can typically explain, at most, a
fraction of the data. If our data arise from an extragalactic
flux produced by many isotropically distributed point
sources, we can compare our all-sky flux with existing
point-source limits. By exploiting the additional effective
volume provided by using uncontained νμ events, previous
point-source studies would have been sensitive to a
northern sky point source producing more than 1%–10%
of our best-fit flux, depending on the declination and
energy spectrum [44]. The lack of any evidence for such
sources from these studies, as well as the wide distribution
of our events, thus lends support to an interpretation in
terms of many individually dim sources. Some contribution
from a few comparatively bright sources cannot be ruled
out, however, especially in the southern hemisphere, where
the sensitivity of IceCube to point sources in uncontained
νμ is reduced by the large muon background and small
target mass above the detector.
The neutrino spectrum (Fig. 4) can also be used to
constrain source properties. In almost all candidate sources
[45–69], neutrinos would be produced by the interaction of
cosmic rays with either radiation or gas. Interactions with
radiation (pγ) typically produce a peaked spectrum, reflect-
ing the energy spectrum of the photons; those with gas (pp)
produce a smooth power law [5,6]. While pγ models
satisfactorily explain some aspects of the data such as
the possible dropoff at high energies, many involve a
central plateau smaller than our observed energy range,
placing them in weak tension with the data. As an example,
the pγ AGN spectrum in [45] peaks at several PeV with
much lower predictions at 100 TeV; thus, while able to
explain the highest energy events, it fits poorly at lower
energies and is disfavored as the sole source at the 2σ level
with respect to our simple E−2 test flux. Gamma-ray burst
pγ models such as in [58,59] have energy ranges better
aligned with our data, with central plateaus from around
100 TeV to a few PeV, although existing limits from
searches for correlations with observed GRBs are more
than an order of magnitude below the observed flux [70].
Cosmic-ray interactions with gas, such as predicted around
supernova remnants in our and other galaxies, particularly
those with high star-forming rates, produce smooth spectra
with slopes reflecting post-diffusion cosmic rays (e.g.,
E−2.2 in [66]) and seem to describe the data well. Large
uncertainties on both the measured neutrino spectrum and
all models prevent any conclusions, however.
The best-fit flux level in our central energy range
(10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1 per flavor) is similar to the
Waxman-Bahcall bound [71], the aggregate neutrino flux
from charged pion decay in all extragalactic cosmic-ray
accelerators if they are optically thin. This bound is derived
from the cosmic-ray spectrum above 1018 eV (1000 PeV).
Our neutrinos, however, are likely associated with protons
at much lower energies, on the order of 1 to 10 PeV [5,6], at
which the bound may be quite different [72]. Along with
large uncertainties in the neutrino spectrum (Fig. 4), this
makes correspondence with the Waxman-Bahcall bound, or
1018 eV cosmic-ray sources, unclear.
Further observations with the present or upgraded
IceCube detector and the planned KM3NeT [73] telescope
are required to answer many questions about the sources of
this astrophysical flux [74]. Gamma-ray, optical, and x-ray
observations of the directions of individual high-energy
neutrinos, which point directly to their origins, may also be
able to identify these sources even for those with neutrino
luminosities too low for identification from neutrino
measurements alone.
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